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LAND RESOURCE ISSUES IN BC 

These days, everyone's in the planning gam~. Its especially 

fashionable to be in the rural land use planning game. Now, there's 

no question there is plenty of planry ing work out there to do. The 

real concern, however, is how well are we doing it? Amidst the bureau

cratic maze of planning agencies, including federal, provincial, 

regional, and local governments, crown corporations, independent 

Commissions and private industry, can we find any indication there 

is a clear understanding of the land and water resources that are 

the recipiants of all this planning? Are we in fact making any real 

progress towards resolving those historical land resource conflicts 

with which we have all become so familiar? 

The general problem areas of concern have not changed much over 

the years, except to become ever more complex and intense. There is 
I 

no set listing of land resource issues in descending order of priority. 

Any one of our historical land resource conflicts can become the 
as 

topic of the day, re-emergingtwaves of crisis with each tide of 

socio-economic stress and/or change in government policy. When 

sp~cific interresource issues do not appear in the morning papers, 

it is not because they have ceased to exist or because we have found 

a rational workable compromise; more likely it is because another ~ 

resource issuef has emerged to claim the limelight of the day. 
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How do we approach understanding, let alone resolving, the day

to-day problems as well as the broader often conflicting resource 

philosophies that are behind them. As you know, when we are dealing 

with land and water resources, we are, in reality, dealing with a 

contin~um not just a neat list of self-contained issues. In addition 

to so-termed resources, most of which make real and significant 

contributions to our economy, these issues involve the environment, 

which is virtually all encompassing but often somewhat intangible, 

and, an aspect we tend to ignore, people. In essence, land resource 

issues are rural land use planning issues and rural land use planning 

issues are, to a great extent, lifestyle issues. It is the impact of 

resource/environment decisions upon rural people - their values and 

their lifestyles - that make fair and reasonable compromises so 

difficult to achieve J 'ft? ~"'-J 

It is often with great reluctance that rural people accept even 

good planning programs. I submit this is largely because, by training, 

habit, and job orientation, planners tend to be urban-oriented, pre

occupied with looking from the urban, core in concentric rings outw~rd 

into the countryside. 

In my view, many. benefits are derived from taking the other 

viewpoint and looking from the hill and the countryside back to the 

urban scene. That means understanding the natural characteristics 

of the land resource and. its ecosystems. It means, as far as possible, 

doing our resource planning from within the confines of these natural 

systems, to take advantage of their attributes and avoid their negative 

aspects. It means, also, understanding the concerns and values -of 
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that segment of our population who don't live in the Lower Mainland 

or in the few other urban centers of the province. 

To rural people, it makes a great deal of difference who is doing 

the planning. The concern relates to the fact that~ historically, 

urban priorities have often exploited rural land and water resouces 

and overshadowed the concerns of rural people. The relationship 

between the natural systems~ the resource issues at hand and the 

sociol0gy of the rural community is often misunderstood. This lack 

of empathy is serious. The gap is widened when inappropriate planning 

tools are applied, and that includes legislation, policies, implement

ation procedures, monitoring and enforcement. Let's face it, for the 

most part, ~either our institutions nor our governments reflect 

rura 1 rea 1 i ty, no·r do they pro vi de adequate opportunity for integrated 

respect for the land resouce. In addition, complex bureaucracies agg

revate this sense of separation from the natural characteristics of 

the land. 

Most ~ajar resource industries and government agencies now 

at least support the philosophy of INRM. Unfortunately, in practice, 

this support tends only to last as long as their land and its single 

pt1rpose use is not affected or, in government, their agency's interests 

are paramount and others can tag along, if they don't interfere with 

the prime use thrust. This, of course, is not good enough and creates 

even greater opportunity for serious confrontation and conflict. 

Compromises amongst existing or potential rural land users must be 

more thatl "have to 11 situations and "lip service" support. 
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Those of us in the field, concerned about the urgent need for 

good resource planning and management, have been saying for years that 

time is of the essence; gentle persuasion and dreams of cooperative 

efforts have not worked . Agencies of governments, at all levels, 

must be legislated to plan the use of rural land resources in a con

sistently integrated and comprehensive fashion. Sadly, while there 

are a few noble efforts, in my view, there are still too many waves 

of single use legislative power coming to the fore, as agency planning 

priorities shift with government philosophy, short term economics or 

other pressures of the moment. 

Surely, the goal of any regulatory program should be to protect 

important public interests that would not otherwise be considered. 

Keeping this in mind, let's look briefly at a few of the most current 

land resource issues and at the legislative tools~with which we have 

to work in B.C. at the present time: (~~~~p-~J 
dJ.z<a~""..-_.. ~ ~ ... _ J~~ffe1.. /?Ll.)C ~ ..,,• 

(forestry v '1t-e... .. - agriculture) ;r j ---C(...~ 

l. designation of provincial 
forests and protection of 
forest land base 

Forest Act 

Crownland Agricultural 
Leasing Policy 

--- t ~ 1 ~- ~-to, <t:l · ,u J J -fl_. \ -~A.J~~ft> b.e,-/J.M.tit,..11w,~tw~sf/..,,dr~~(j"µ/~/ 

Lands Act 
fJ~ ~ tW {u.-~r,~/>Uf'-) 
(~) 

2. grazing land tenure transfer 



3. (fisheries 

maintenance of 
rearing/spawning 
habitats 
(sedimentation 
and pollution 
hazard) 

Forest Act 

agriculture 

intensive li'tile -
stock use; stream 
bank protection; 
land drainage; 
fertilizer, pesticide 
application 

5. 

forestry 

forest harvesting 
techniques 
(soil stability) 

urban) 

residential 
development 
streamside 
buffers and 
sedimentation 
abatement; 

Municipal Act 
,bu·? ~ fA 4 r;J. ~ ,.a~J-- ~-_,., /~ ~ur-«h 4..£ tt,e,, R. ftfU.b~ 

4. (energy 

hydro electric C!f,.u-d ~J 
power development 

Hydro Act 

5. (Urban 

the new urban 
gentry 

agriculture) 

preservation of 
agricultural land 

rural) 

intensive 11 aromatic 11 

agriculture 



Municipal Act 

Agricultural Land Commission Act 

Ministry of Agriculture and Food Act 

Watershed Planning Act (pending) 

6. ( energy 

coal and metal 
mine development 

lifestyles) 

rural lifestyles and 
settlement and community 
planning 

6. 

Mines Act . . 9,, • , • 
.Ao/1~.e ,: .e :>,,.,: ,(,1L--1 "t ~ .... . 17 :,4,;t ( ~~o 114,. " /,.'<,1,hJk ., ::.; ~ ":':,JJ&...~k 

p~..A~ .. ~I ,t.t,l'4'J<\¼..J.. .. t ~ .. .,, f tx~~~ " n.on "' r-,,o,u: ~ ✓.,,, / • 

Economic Development Act 

Coal Development Guidelines 
- , ~ hf:.,,, A~- &,.t:,°!,.~ 

7. (wildlife 

key migratory 
staging and minor 
waterfowl production 
area 

Wildlife Act 

Federal Migratory Birds Act 

u. ~ f4ct. AUP c~-f/2,.P;(;,,,o ~ec..) 

4<.c ~ i--t-~ ~,~; c.: . , 

recreation 

Alberta - oriented 
water based 
recreation 

energy) 

Kootenay diversion 
hydro electric 
power development 
options 



-.» ~nvironment and Land Use Act 

-~~ -rN ~- "I rl~ -:}-J}; /J.-<-< . 
♦ 

Utilities Comm1ssion Act 

Agricultural Land Commission Act 

Proposed Provincial Wildlife Plan 

- ~j ~~ A #a,, ~~.a~ --«;)e- ~J-

8. (agrJcultural and 
receational lands 

no legislation 

foreign ownership 
and influence) 

7. 

At a time when there is an urgent need to find new ways to protect 

and utilize to best advantage our land resouces and rural lifestyles, 

what few tools of integration we have mustered together seem to be 

collapsing. 

Within government 

within ministries 
and private industry 

demise of the Secretariat, the staff 
advisory arm to ELUC which is the 
major resource policy and decision 
making body of government 

re-emergence of 
professional cocoons 


